
Draft

South Reading

Patient Voice Minutes

Date 25th February 2014

Location Reading Community Learning Centre

1. Introductions and Apologies Present Libby Stroud, Pembroke Surgery
Tom Lake, Pembroke Surgery
Shaheen Kausar, Chatham Street
David Bales,, Longbarn Lane
James Penn, Milman Road, Dr Lister,
Laurence Napier-Peele
Christopher Mott, Milman Road, Dr Kumar
Martha Klein, London Street
Michael Fairfax
John Missenden, Milman Road, Dr Kumar
Sofija Opacic (Visitor from Nw Reading)

Apologies Carol Munt - Milman Road, Lister
Joan Lloyd - BMHUG sec. - Reading Mental Health Partnership Board
John MacDonald, UHC
Douglas Dean, Westwood Road Surgery
Rebecca Norris, Healthwatch

2. Minutes and Matters Arising

The draft minutes were approved with corrections.

SO said that she had discussed the Care Act with Jeanette Searle who said that the Act applied
only to local authorities but made allowance for Local Authorities to cooperate with providers. The
requirement for a carers registered was now removed for England, though Carers uK was pressing to
have it back. KG noted that Public Health Reading finded GPs to give carers health chkecks. JM
asked if there was any training available for carers. LNP said that RBC had packages of training
for people becoming carers, some of the via email and documents which could be tailored to need
and some directly from NHS. SO had been on a 10-week course for mental health carers dealing
with psychosis.

SO asked if there was any CCG funding for carers - KG thought some through Partnership Devel-
opment Fund - ask Serita Raqra who leads on carers.

3. Plans for CCG in 2015/6
Speaker: Karen Grannum, Manager South Reading CCG

Karen Grannum, manager of the CCG talked about the coming plan.

There had been a 2-year plan for 2014/6 but NHS England had asked for the 2015/6 plan to be
refreshed by looking at data and needs.

There would be a formal set of slides for public distribution but it was not yet ready. Please do
not circulate the provisional slides provided.

Planning guidance from NHS England had been issued on Xmas Eve as usual with plans due
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around 15th January! Planning guidance was joint between NHS England, Monitor, CQC, Health
Education England, Public Health England and Trust Development Authority.

Draft plans were available but they were written for NHS managers not for patients so again please
do not circulate the draft plans.

SO asked if there was an element of consultation. KG noted that the plans were supposed to be
based on population’s needs as expressed in the JSNA, especially where the CCG seems to be doing
worse than national average or comparable areas. The appropriate CCG-based JSNA, known as
South Reading Locality Profile had been issued by RBC Public Health in December 2014. CCG
Strategy is based on South Reading Locality Profile JSNA and once strategic focuses are decided
then public consultation is relevant.

The Plan on a Page shows National Outcome ambitions and CCG local objectives.

LS: What if one had a higher performance could one aim to continue excellence? KG: Yes - keep
the level or advance.

Plan Elements - Beat the Streets

A significant element of this years plan was another Beat the Streets campaign (ACTION: KG
to foward report of feedback). This was funded by the 2 CCGs and Reading Public Health with
Public Health paying 1/3.

SK: I damaged my knee last year in Beat the Streets, so it is not all good news! But were many
adults taking part? I saw mostly children. KG - GP practices did not promote strongly - schools
were very active. This year we want GP practices to participate much more strongly.

LNP: Can this be prescribed by a GP? Or recommended? CJMB: we all need to promote it - it
will be good when we have the tools to do so. LNP: could we have a stall at a festival - maybe
Childrens’ Week. Action CJBM consider stall for Beat the Streets at Childrens’ Week or similar.

KG: Dr William Bird, the promoter via his company Intelligent Health Ltd., found that for people
who did no exercise and who took up 15-20 mins of walking a day the health benefits were particu-
larly marked. KG said there would be a focus on Long Term Conditions (LTC). Action: Contact
Catherine Knight re Beat the Streets for 25th March SRPV to give local input.

JP said he was disappointed last year by the prompt removal of the boxes, thinking of the expense.
KG: 6-8 weeks is ideal to imbed changed behaviour and keep the experience fresh. And technology
is changings so boxes change. The boxes are rented and go to other localities when not in use here..

Plan Elements - Alcoholic Liver Disease Pathway

KG: noted that we have a huge problem in SRCCG with liver disease due to alcohol consumption.
The CCG has revised the liver disease pathway. The plan covers early identification and use of
programmes to support those at risk.

Alcohol lead for Berkshire West is Dr Helen George (Melrose surgery). Dry January campaign will
be promoted through GP surgeries.

DB: Do the police have a role in this? KG About £70,000 for First Stop bus in Reading Centre on
Friday, Saturday night, paramedics etc.

SO: How do we pick up Alcohol abuse by the homeless. KG Council and voluntary bodies are
active in this area. There is a GP clinic on Baker Street for homeless and also the walk-in centre.

Plan Elements - Ambulatory Cardiology Unit

There would be an ambulatory cardiology unit for people with heart failure by which patients
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could be throughly examined in the community and which aimed to reduce emergency hospital
admissions.

Plan Elements - Increase Diagnosis of Dementia

There is a national target to increase diagnosis of dementia. By strenuous efforts we have reached
the target of 67% of expected cases. This has been related to coding - needed to cross-refernce data
from memory clinic with GP records.

Problem with diabetes - urban, asian population is more susceptible. The CCG is doing a lot of
work, led by Dr Richard Croft.

Trying to replicate success with diabetes for lung diease - COPD.

Continuing to work closely with public health to get 66% of eligible population to have health
checks.

New neurological steering group addressing inequalities.

Also better physical health care for those with severe mental illness.

JM: Can we target sources of alcohol? Is there an action plan for improving access to GPs. The
old PCT had a team for performance management of GPs as well as commissioning secondary care.
That split has been difficult to work with. South Reading CCG has applied to co-commission of
primary care.

JM: Could we then address the problems of the large number of small practices in South Reading?
We need to get economies of scale - having a nurse, other common facilities.

LS: What about the proposal for a GP chambers on Craven Road.

KG: We are looking at a virtual cluster - a hub and spoke model.

LNP: What about the Manchester model - local control of all aspects of healthcare? KG: All
CCGs are being told to transfer funds to Local Authorities to be poooled under Better Care Fund.
Whatever happens at the election Health and Social Care are being integrated.

SO: How does CQC check compare with performance management? KG CQC looks at quality,
policies and their implementation.

TL: Slough is using improved IT to export patient records to other surgeries so that there can be
open surgeries from 8am to 8pm - they got £2.95 millions from the Prime Minister’s Challenge
Fund to provide extended opening hours.

4. Patient Engagement

CJBM: The CCG Board meets in public on 4th March at Musuem of English Rural Life at 9:30am.
If you let us know in advance you can have a hard copy. Questions may be submitted in advance
by noon on the day before - see CCG or SRPV web site.

5. Report from Healthwatch No rep available but SH reported that Catherine Williams had
been appointed to replace Sheena to work with PPGs. KG noted that Healthwatch had received a
report on translation and communication with the Gurkha community.

SO: If not able to attend could they supply a short report?

6. Patient Experience at RBH

KG: some GPs have enhanced service for phlebotomy. MF collection is too slow - sample deterio-
rates - and RBH service is not managed properly so occasionally queues are very long - especially
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for those fasting. Action: TL to provide to KG.

7. AAA screening

TL: South Reading was achieving about 65% takeup as opposed to the target of 80%. Many people
in South Reading do not have use of a motor car to attend a screening appointment. Screening
clinics should be located at the confluence of bus routes - the Town Centre. JM. Why not use RBH
or Walk-in Centre. Action: TL write to Kim Wilkins (Reading Public Health).

10. AOB

Screens in surgeries SH found screen off every time - enquired. Is was eventually put on - but
was it up to date? Also off at Russell Street.JP: Long ago I said that the messages were
appearing too fast. I raised it with my surgery - but now it is never on! Could there be a
help desk for the surgeries? This seems to be at the bottom of the list. LS: Sometimes we left
it off because it sometimes didn’t always work. Action: KG to raise at practice managers’
meeting.

Mental health and health awareness Could there be courses - especially for people whose first
language is not English. LNP Invite Anna Grainger, Mental Health Lead for RBC to our
meetings. RBC have a new strategy.

Mental Health Carers Campaign Group SO: Just formed at Prospect Park. To empower
carers, to change attitudes to MH sufferers, SO Action to send details to TL.

HWB published strategic plan Comments Action TL to put on website.

Prescribing Pharmacists in Surgeries TL: My grandson was recently seen by a Prescribing
Pharmacist. This was an appointment for a primary diagnosis not a medicines review. I was
disturbed by the very light training requirements for Pharmacists to convert to Prescribing
Pharmacist and the lack of clarity as to what roles they could take in primary care.

Close
The meeting closed at 8.00pm
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